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ORD
Ett ord som en människa fäster sig vid kan verka i oberäknelig tid.

Det kan framkalla glädje till livets slut, det kan uppväcka obehag i livet ut.

Ja, det påverkar livet på jorden.
Så slarva inte med orden!

A word that a person might fasten upon can have an effect for a very long time.

It may arouse joy for the rest of your life, it may be a permanent cause of distress.

A word can affect all of life upon earth. So mind what you say, please be careful with words!

Alf Henrikson 1905-1995
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ABSTRACT

With an increasing migrant population there is a growing need to organize interpreting practices in healthcare in order to deliver equitable high-quality care.

This thesis focuses on healthcare institutions’ organization of interpreting services. The aim of the study was to explore interpreting practices in a healthcare context by comparing two different healthcare areas – elderly and emergency healthcare. The study aimed to highlight the impact of the organizational and institutional context.

This study was designed as an explorative and descriptive qualitative study including 79 healthcare professionals with experience of interpreting practices recruited via purposeful sampling in elderly and emergency healthcare. Data were collected through individual and focus-group interviews and analysed with inductive qualitative content analysis.

The main findings show that the processes and structures around interpreting practices were complex and mainly linked to individual and interpersonal levels and, to a limited extent, to the institutional level. On the institutional level the Public Procurement Act was the only formal policy to follow. On individual and interpersonal level interpreting practices were structured by self-established informal workplace routines developed by the professional groups. The norms and routines used was determined by access to interpreters, time aspects, characteristics of the care given, health conditions and the person’s problem, expectations and requests from the person and also from healthcare professionals. There were wishes for improvement, with better flexibility in access to professional interpreters, training for users and interpreters, and also better technical solutions and equipment.

In conclusion, the use of interpreters was rooted in the organizational environment of interpreting practice, including the availability of laws, policy and guidelines, and closely related to individuals’ language skills, cultural values and social factors. The use of professional interpreters was based on the nature of care in context and access to interpreters and determined by health professionals’ estimation of the person’s current health status in order to deliver fast and individualized care based on humanistic values.
Thus, it is important to consider organizational framework and cultural awareness when formulating interpreting practices adapted to the context, and formal guidelines in order to achieve the aim of person-centered and equal health care

Keywords: Communication, Emergency healthcare, Elderly healthcare, Interpreting practices, Organizing, Qualitative methods, Transcultural nursing.
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# Abbreviations

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Abbreviation</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>MYH</td>
<td>Swedish National Agency for Higher Vocational Education</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SCB</td>
<td>Statistics Sweden</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SFS</td>
<td>Swedish Code of Statutes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SOU</td>
<td>Official Reports of the Swedish Government</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SNBHW</td>
<td>Swedish National Board of Health and Welfare</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WHO</td>
<td>World Health Organization</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Language interpreting has existed ever since people with different languages met. An important role in relationships between people using professional interpreters started at the International Labour Conference in Geneva, Switzerland in 1927, when simultaneous interpreting was used for the very first time. The year 1946 saw the start of interpreting in a large scale during the Nuremberg war crimes trial, and shortly after the trial ended, in 1947, the United Nations Resolution established simultaneous interpreting as a permanent service for the United Nations (Delisle & Woodworth 2012). In Sweden, as in other countries, community interpreting has developed since the 1960s and is still very much in a development process, although professional interpreting training has been in existence since 1968 (Niska 2007).

In my work as a healthcare professional, since 1982, I have experienced the importance of communication as a central part in care situations. To meet and care for patients unable to understand each other because of different languages complicates the care that was intended to be provided. During my working period different ways to achieve communication were used when language barriers occurred, ways based on habits in the professional group. Sometimes body language was used without knowing the outcome of the communication, and sometimes professional interpreters were used in special circumstances. The choice of which language support to use (or no support) was made without any education or training about language barriers, or any thoughts or discussions with colleagues about the consequence for the care of the patients or the consequences for us as professionals.

My intention with this thesis is to view language interpreting practices from the perspective of healthcare professionals, how they arrange the interpreting practices and how the actions performed impact the care. The ambition is to contribute to the field of care in connection with interpreting practices by obtaining increased understanding and knowledge from the experiences of healthcare professionals.
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INTRODUCTION

Globally the migrant population has increased in recent years and around 244 million international migrants are moving around in the world (International Organization for Migration, IOM 2017). In Sweden, 17% of the population were born in another country (Statistics Sweden, SCB 2016) and Sweden is a multilingual society with around 150 spoken languages (Inst. Språk och folkminnen 2017). Since the migrant population has increased (SCB 2016) it has become an important issue for healthcare professionals in Sweden to provide and organize health care and elderly care for people with culturally and linguistically diverse backgrounds. Janson and Wadensjö (2014) argue that since Sweden has become more multilingual, care institutions need to realize the need handle interpreting issues as a complex linguistic, communicative and social practice. Healthcare institutions need to manage language-adapted care and interpreting services in order to offer equal healthcare conditions, since the use of language and communication is essential to promote people’s well-being and health (Leininger & McFarland 2006). World Health Organization. (WHO 2008) state that humans has basic rights and freedom to access quality healthcare, and that individuals should be treated fairly, equally and impartially.

Previous research about language interpreting practices in healthcare in general has been limited to the migrant, healthcare professional and interpreter perspectives. The area of communication through interpreters in healthcare has been investigated from a migrant point of view (Edwards et al. 2005; MacFarlane et al. 2009; Fatahi et al. 2010 a) and from healthcare staff perspective (Gerrish & Clayton 2004, Fatahi et al. 2008; Rosenberg et al. 2008; Fatahi, et al. 2010 b; Brämberg & Sandman 2013). Furthermore, the use of interpreters in healthcare has been investigated from a migrant perspective (Hadziabdic et al. 2009; Ramsey et al. 2012; Hadziabdic et al. 2014; Hadziabdic & Hjelm 2014; Krupic et al. 2016) and from a healthcare staff perspective (Hadziabdic et al. 2010; Krupic et al. 2017). There have also been studies identifying problems when using interpreter in healthcare (Hadziabdic et al. 2011; Krupic et al. 2016) and investigating factors influencing the provider’s choice of interpreter (Hsieh 2015). Studies have been found regarding the interpreter’s role and behaviour during healthcare encounters (Leanza 2005; Hsieh 2008; Hsieh & Kramer 2012; Hadziabdic & Hjelm 2016).
No previous studies have been found investigating interpreting practices in healthcare by comparing two different areas, elderly and emergency healthcare, and the impact of the organizational and institutional context. Thus, there is a lack of knowledge concerning how healthcare professionals organize interpreting practices in elderly and emergency healthcare from an organizational perspective.

Elderly and emergency healthcare are two health contexts that differ in both the goals and the character of the care practices performed, and they can be seen as a contrast to each other. Eldercare in Sweden is regulated by the Social Services Act (SFS 2001:453) and the Health and Medical Services Act (SFS 2017:30), regulations ensuring a person’s social right to assistance and care when dependent on care. The process of need and placement in eldercare is carried out by a care manager and is not income-based (Szebehely & Trydegård 2012). The goal for eldercare is to establish such conditions that the elderly can grow old in security, can maintain independence and live an active life and have influence in the community in their everyday life (Ministry of Health and Social Affairs, Prop. 2009/10:116 2017). The characteristic of eldercare concerns well-planned activities performed in longstanding contact consistent with a variety of everyday life activities as well as complex healthcare. Elder care can consist of help with household tasks, personal care and emotional and/or social support in home care services or nursing homes for people over 65 years of age. Home care services are assistance in the form of service and personal care in the individual residence or equivalent, or 24-hour care in a nursing home. These apply often to the most ill elderly with multiple disorders and requiring a lot of help with needs, many times during day and night (Szebehely & Trydegård 2012; Official Reports of the Swedish Government, SOU 2017:21). To enable elderly migrants to participate in everyday life when needing language-adapted care in elderly healthcare, the provision of language-congruent care using professionals speaking the language of the care recipient is mentioned as a solution in different reports from Swedish National Board of Health and Welfare (SNBHW 2015; 2016 a; 2016 b).

Emergency healthcare can consist of prehospital interventions in ambulance service, ranging from life-sustaining measures to advanced emergency care or just transportation to hospital and somatic or psychiatric emergency departments with the aim of resolving the acute problems or referring the patient to the appropriate health care provider. The goal for emergency health care institutions is to carry out emergency assessments, to give telephone advice and consultancy around the clock.
The characteristic of the care in emergency units is a care with high intensity, short encounters, unknown people, unscheduled assessments or interventions (Reilly & Markenson 2010).

Care delivered in the psychiatric emergency unit or psychiatric intensive care units is mainly focused on acute measures connected to severe dysfunction of mood, behaviour, perception, or thoughts that might be a threat to life (Brenner et al. 2016). Somatic and psychiatric emergency healthcare are specialized healthcare form with the overall purpose being to stabilize the emergency situation (Reilly & Markenson 2010; Brenner et al. 2016).

**Organization of interpreting services in Sweden**

In Sweden the main legal framework for interpreting practices consists of the Public Management Act (SFS 1986:223). It is a regulatory law requiring healthcare professionals to use interpreters in health care situations where language barriers occur. This law states the right to an interpreter in contact with public authorities and gives healthcare professionals the right to decide when a person shows a lack of understanding and should have an interpreter. The law does not imply the right for healthcare professionals to use an interpreter in order to do their work as professionals. Nor is there any law that regulates the degree of educational level of the interpreter used in healthcare in Sweden.

The legal framework also contains other laws that can be used in decisions about communication and interpreting practices, such as the Health and Medical Services Act (SFS 2017:30) the Patient Act (SFS 2014:821) and the Social Services Act (SFS 2001:453), which state that care institutions must provide for all inhabitants to achieve good health and a feeling of well-being on equal terms and with respect for self-determination and human dignity. The law states that the information given should be adapted to the person, considering age, maturity, experiences and language background, and given in such a way that participation is promoted. To act according to this mission, healthcare institutions need to organize good communication for all inhabitants regardless of the language spoken.

To guarantee the quality of language interpreting service, institutions in the public service sector should use contracted interpreting agencies according to the Public Procurement Act (SFS 2016:1145).
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This is a system that should guarantee agencies the best price for the best quality. The system provides healthcare professionals with guidelines and specific instructions about which agency to use and how to contact an interpreter.

The agencies used are run by public service or private enterprises outside the healthcare institutions. Some agencies are linked to professional organizations such as the Interpreter Services Council with its own guidelines for “good interpreter services practice” to guarantee good quality (SNBHW 2016). In Sweden there are two state-financed education agencies training interpreter education: the National Agency for Higher Vocational Education (MYH) and the Institute for Interpreting and Translation Studies (TÖI). The interpreters provided can have different qualifications and the majority of the active interpreters are neither trained nor authorized (Almqvist 2016). An interpreter can work as a consecutive interpreter translating between people by dialogue, where the interpreter first listens and then translates into the other language word by word and then in the reverse direction. The interpreter can also work on place or at a distance through different technical solutions (SNBHW 2016 c).

In Sweden, authorization for qualified interpreters with the best quality has been regulated since 1985 in order to set and maintain high national standards in the fields of translation and interpreting (SFS 1985:613). Authorized interpreters qualified by the Legal, Financial and Administrative Services Agency in Sweden (Kammarkollegiet) have passed a knowledge test that covers language competence skills in interpreting techniques and civics, or interpreters who have a basic education without authorization (SNBHW 2016 c). Authorized interpreters follow guidelines about translating word by word and behave neutrally and professionally, maintaining secrecy and integrity (Kammarkollegiet 2017). Currently there is not only an overall lack of interpreters in Sweden but also a lack of similar and formalized education for interpreters (MYH 2015).
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Language barriers and communication in emergency and elderly healthcare

Misunderstandings because of limited communication are an increasing hindrance to accessing healthcare (Bischoff 2003), and language barriers have shown to be a risk factor concerning migrant people's health and are mentioned by migrant patients as the major problem in contact with healthcare (Seffo et al. 2014). Earlier studies in somatic emergency healthcare have shown how language barriers increase risk of misdiagnosis (Hampers et al. 1999), lead to limited access to diagnoses, diagnostic testing and treatment (Ramirez et al. 2008; Ventriglio et al. 2014;) as well as longer stay for the patients at the emergency department (Mahmoud et al. 2013; Njeru et al. 2015). In psychiatric emergency healthcare, Bauer and Alegria (2010) found that errors by untrained interpreters affected healthcare professionals' ability to understand patients' disordered thoughts or delusional content.

The use of professional interpreters in emergency healthcare promotes the best quality of communication and increase patient satisfaction (Ramirez et al. 2008; Bagchi et al. 2011), it also leads to better services and reduces return rates (Bernstein 2002). However, professional interpreters are underutilized in emergency healthcare context (Ramirez et al. 2008; Ginde et al. 2009; Ginde et al. 2010), one reason could be the use of friends and family members as interpreters, which many patients were comfortable with (Ginde et al. 2010).

In elderly healthcare previous studies concerning language interpreting are limited. One study of the interpreter’s role in an elderly homecare context showed that an interpreter needs to be present, with face-to-face interpreting to take a more active part in elderly care, explaining medical terms and other concepts when needed (Brämberg & Sandman 2013).

In health encounters it is of special importance for healthcare professionals to have access to good communication with possibilities to talk about the outcome of the person’s migration process, since previous studies show that the migration process can have affected their health (Albin et al. 2005; Syse et al. 2016; Wallace & Kulu 2014).
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Previous studies have shown that insufficient communication is a risk to patient safety (Divi et al. 2007) and also increases the costs for health care (Jacobs et al. 2011). Language barriers have an impact on both the patient and the healthcare system, creating health inequalities (Akhavan 2002; Liu et al. 2015). Research has shown that the use of professional interpreters is the best way to achieve good communication quality when language barriers hinder communication (Flores 2005; Karliner et al. 2007). Both patients and healthcare professionals are generally positive about using professional interpreters, but the degree of accessibility to professional interpreters varies and is often limited in relation to the need (Fatahi et al. 2008; Fatahi et al. 2010; Kale et al. 2010; Karliner et al. 2011; Krupic et al. 2017). Instead, informal ad hoc interpreters such as family members or bilingual staff are commonly used by healthcare professionals in different health areas (Gerrish & Clayton 2004; Bischoff & Hudelson 2010).

Healthcare professionals state that the behaviour, attitude and appearance of the interpreter can affect the healthcare situation (Hadziabic et al. 2009; Krupic et al. 2017). The role of the interpreter can also be extended to a role as mediator and a bridge between cultures (Rosenberg et al. 2008; Messias et al. 2009). Professionals state that the alliance of providers and interpreter also supports the patient’s emotional needs (Hsieh & Hong 2010) and the interpreter’s behaviour and the alliance between providers and interpreter are critical to the success of the interpreting situation (Hsieh 2008; Krupic et al. 2016).

From the interpreter’s perspective, they viewed their role to be about translating and transferring correctly, being objective and maintaining confidentiality in interpreting situations. They experience their role in line with existing guidelines for interpreters (Hadziabic & Hjelm 2016). Another study about the interpreter’s role found that interpreters say that their role could be more active, including their emotions and interpersonal relationships which could be used as instruments to accomplish the healthcare professionals’ goals (Hsieh & Kramer 2012). Some interpreters saw themselves merely as a transceiver of information, while others saw their role in wider terms, as patient advocacy, cultural brokerage and facilitating emotional support (Butow et al. 2012). Interpreters describe their work role as complex and challenging and that also went beyond linguistic transformation (McDowell et al. 2011).
Patients in need of interpreters raise problems with experiences of interpreters being late, lacking professionalism or lacking a knowledge of medical terminology (Krupic et al. 2016). Patients also have experiences of that use of interpreters are overall more common in contact with physicians than in contact with nurses (Schenker et al. 2011). Other difficulties in the interpreting situation are also linked to the balance between trust, control and power between the actors involved and institutional recognition of the interpreter’s role (Brisset et al. 2013). Previous research with patients about interpreting situations shows that the feeling of trust and safety for the patient is emphasized by the involvement of their family members as interpreter (Edwards et al. 2005; Hadziabdic et al. 2014). Family members were preferred as interpreters since they also could interpret latent content and contribute cultural knowledge which helped explain the intended message (Rosenberg et al. 2008). In contrast, other studies have shown that patients have better trust in professional interpreters because of neutrality and correct translation (Hadziabdic et al 2009; MacFarlane et al 2009). To use family members as interpreters was not always positive for the family member because of mixed emotions since they had to give both practical and emotional support while acting in the role of interpreter (Hadziabdic et al. 2014).

Other aspects such as non-functional equipment, disrespect for appointments, lack of documentation of the language/dialect spoken by the patient and availability of interpreters as well as access to an interpreter agency can negatively affect the healthcare situation (Hadziabdic et al. 2010).

Research about how language interpreting practices are organized in healthcare is limited. One study in hospital care argue that the organizing of interpreters is a complex issue, influenced by and depending on both therapeutic and ethical factors, such as lack of time, disruption in the scheduled care and overburdening at the unit. The study found that both interpersonal aspects and organizational aspects affect the decision for healthcare professionals in the routines for the use of interpreters (Hsieh 2015). Another study of organizational disadvantages in primary healthcare showed that most problems were related to organizational issues or to interpreters' limited language competence (Hadziabdic et al. 2011).
In sum, previous research of interpreting practices has been done with healthcare professionals, interpreters and patients, around experiences of communication with interpreters, use of interpreters, and problems associated with interpreting have been identified, as well as factors influencing the choice of different types of interpreter. Studies have also been carried out regarding the role and skills of the interpreter, type of interpreter used, technical equipment and the interpreting in conjunction with the healthcare meeting. However less is known about how interpreting services are organized in different healthcare contexts. Therefore healthcare professionals’ experience of interpreting practices and routines are important to study in order to improve communication situations and provide an organized interpreting service of high quality that contributes to equitable healthcare for the increased population in Sweden who need language-adapted healthcare.

**Theoretical framework**

This study is mainly based on theories of transcultural care (Leininger & McFarland 2006; Ray 2016), language and communication (Linell 2011) and organizations and routines (Greenhalgh et al. 2007; Feldman & Pentland 2003; Ray & Turkel 2015), to understand how the healthcare performed is in relation to the organization and the importance of routines.

From a care perspective transcultural nursing emphasizes the need to provide care based on the individual’s cultural beliefs, practices and values. It has its origins in an understanding of humanism with the main aim of caring as promoting or regaining health and well-being (Leininger & McFarland 2006). Transcultural nursing includes cultural competence, a competence that is aimed to improve healthcare quality by healthcare professionals understanding and managing sociocultural variations in the health beliefs and behaviours of the patient. Cultural competence is described as a strategy to increase health equity by facilitating decisions and actions performed by healthcare professionals, in order to contribute to individualized care on equal terms and to promote high-quality communication (Leininger & McFarland 2006; Ray 2016). Cultural competence skills are described as having awareness, sensitivity and transcultural knowledge to give culturally congruent care by turning to the cultural needs of the person (Leininger & McFarland 2006).
The transcultural approach focuses not only on the person’s cultural values, but also stresses the need to include the cultural understanding built into the healthcare institutions as well as the cultural background of the individual healthcare professional, in order to provide cultural congruent healthcare (Leininger & McFarland 2006; Kirmayer 2011).

Care is described as a complex and relational concept that relies on the interaction between individuals and others in their lifeworld (Ray 2016). In transcultural nursing care communication and interaction are core factors of care, and the outcome of healthcare is determined by the possibilities to communicate with good quality (Leininger & McFarland 2006; Ray 2016). Healthcare professionals are legally responsible to generate the most accurate data possible in healthcare encounters with patients who do not speak the language of the healthcare professional (Ray 2016). To develop good interaction and create meaningful meetings with the person in need of care can be a lifesaving aspect for health and patient safety as well as the quality of care (Leininger & McFarland 2006; Ray 2016).

When creating meaningful communication it is important to take into account that there is a unique tie between language and culture as embodied in the individual and the culture at the same time (Leininger & McFarland 2006; Linell 2011; Ray 2016). Ray describes culture as something assigned with humanity, society and civilization, including structural elements in society and as dynamic processes that change over time in relation to different conditions and circumstances, on both individual and social level (Ray 2016). A person’s culture is tied to language and by language individuals regulate social life, express feelings and organize experiences. Language provides us with the words and concepts to describe the world around us and language also includes body language such as gestures and voice tone (Linell 2005). Communication and language are described by Linell (2011) as a multifaceted phenomenon where humans transfer deliberate and conscious information, with ability to perceive knowledge, abstract concepts, thoughts, ideas and symbols and to transfer it to others and also to themselves. Through communication the person’s identity is made visible and also shows how the other person is perceived. Humans need language to build up their life and to live their everyday life. Human societies and cultures are built by those who live in them by shared communication, and by our concepts and world-wide perceptions that are produced by communicative structures (Linell 2011).
From an intersectional perspective of ethnicity it is important to understand the need for an objective view of people, not only on a cultural basis but also on the basis of class, socio-economy, gender, age, sexuality and education in order to prevent the creation of differences between people. To use an objective view from different perspectives can prevent migrant people from falling into racial and/or ethnic groups from being excluded as “others” in need of special arrangements (Engstrand & Larsson 2013). The way healthcare professionals discuss and reason about language interpretation and the way care recipients can participate in communication situations in healthcare institutions contributes to the field of ethnicity on the societal level (Lill 2007). To participate in society and health situations, individuals also need legal and health literacy including a certain ability to understand, assess, access and communicate selected information about the care obtained, confronting social injustice in order to achieve health and well-being (Vissandjée et al. 2017).

Communication in relation to an institutional context is of interest since the conversation differs from everyday conversations in the way that the professional is a socially recognized and sanctioned expert who performs certain tasks with access to formalized routines. The conversation is more functional oriented, with a subject and purpose often decided in advance, and the turn taking in the conversation is more regulated than in everyday conversation. The relation of power and control between patients and professionals need to be handled carefully since the two parties do not have the same agendas, knowledge or resources (Linell 1990; 2011). Communication performed in the institution is linked to the routinizing of action and praxis by professionals (Linell 1990). In conversations within institutional settings it is crucial, for participation, how the conditions and possibilities to share and to be involved in decision making are performed in the communication situation (Bülow et al. 2012).

Practices in organizations can be described in many ways, and a basic description of practices is that these are sets of doing and saying, open-ended actions which are time- and space-bound (Schatzki 2012). Practices begin with a question or situation to handle, then continue with thinking about the situation and trying to understanding what is good, which is guided by moral dispositions to act right. As we think about what we want to achieve, we modify the way we might achieve that, and thoughts and actions are in continual interplay to reach what we want to achieve (Smith 1994). Aspects such as knowledge, meaning, science, power, organized activity, social interaction, and customs are components that are reflected in practices (Schatzki 2012).
Practices performed in healthcare organizations are always embodied and contextually influenced by the social structures and culture within the organization. Organizational culture are formed and reproduced through interaction emerged through relationships, and organizational goals and statements in form of policies. The organizing of practices within an organization in the care context is linked to how healthcare professionals handle the care situation (interpreting situation), which in turn affects the care of the patient (Ray & Turkel 2015). Care practices within an organization rely on the outer and inner dimension of the healthcare context they are working in. The care and the meaning of care, the sense (coherence) that the care provided is in constant relation to the structures of the organization (external context). The structure of care is a synthesis between the dimension of acting and caring as humanistic, ethical and spiritual caring, sociocultural, physical and educational (the element of humanism) and the antithesis of care as economic, political, legal and technological (the dimension of bureaucracy). Interactions and symbolic acts of meaning are formed and reproduced from the construction of dominant values held within the organization. These values and dimensions are important in the caring process for the patient (Turkel 2007; Ray & Turkel 2017).

Routinization within an organization can be linked to the development of quality of care, and the development and delivery of effective routines depends on structuring devices, people and organizational learning. Therefore structures and routines around interpreting practices are of special interest (Greenhalgh et al. 2008). The term routine is used in many different contexts and is a concept that can be described as: a repetitive, recognizable pattern of interdependent actions, involving multiple actors (Feldman & Pentland 2003). Routines can be referred to as cognitive regularities (rules) or to behavioural patterns (recurrent interaction patterns) (Becker 2004). When talking about routines, two aspects are involved, an ostensive aspect and a performative aspect. The ostensive aspect, which is more the idea of a routine, the history, shapes our perception of what the routine is, knowing that, depending on each actor’s personal role and perceptions. On the other hand, the performative aspect of a routine consists of who did what, when and where, knowing how. Routines are a combination of knowing that and knowing how, and the development of changes of routines lies in the tension between these aspects (Feldman & Pentland 2003). Routines can reflect the dynamics of organizational structures, and routines are described as forward structures for professionals, and a fruitful way for organizational changes (Becker 2004; 2005).
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Organizational routines concerning language interpreting involve five aspects: 1) the individual action includes the person’s identity, values, goals and competence; 2) the interpersonal interaction includes levels with social skills, personality, power and influence; 3) the organizational context includes technological, cultural and coordination structures; 4) the institutional context includes the regulative, normative and cultural/cognitive pillars; 5) the environmental context includes the economic/political society, legislative constraints, demographic changes and technological developments. Previous research has shown that frequent use of interpreters is linked to strong and successful routines for interpreting services; these routines can maintain and improve the quality of care (Greenhalgh et al. 2007; 2008).

Aims

The overall aim of the study was to explore interpreting practices in a healthcare context by comparing two different healthcare areas, elderly and emergency healthcare, with the aim of highlighting the impact of the organizational and institutional context.

The specific aims were:

To examine issues concerning communication and healthcare through a particular focus on interpretation between healthcare professionals and patients of different ethnic and linguistic backgrounds. The central aim of the project was to explore interpreting practices in multilingual elderly healthcare (Study I).

To describe interpreting practices in multilingual emergency healthcare by studying different healthcare professionals. The study explored the impact of the organizational and institutional context and possible consequences of different approaches to interpretation (Study II).
METHOD

Design
This study is a cross-sectional comparative qualitative investigation with two sub-studies in the areas of elderly care and emergency healthcare (Table 1). These sub-studies are designed as explorative and descriptive to find patterns used by healthcare professionals in a field not previously explored from this perspective, and descriptive to find actions, beliefs and processes occurring when organizing interpreting practices (Patton 2015). To get a variety of experiences and to arrive at a better understanding of interpreting practices, semi-structured individual and focus-group interviews with health care professionals at different levels of the organization were used. This approach was chosen in order to structure and comprehend the reality of organizational issues concerning communication and language interpreting practices in two healthcare areas differing in character, and the effect on the care that is performed (Patton 2015).
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Study</th>
<th>Study design</th>
<th>Study area</th>
<th>Study population</th>
<th>Method for data collection</th>
<th>Method of data analysis</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| I     | Qualitative explorative and descriptive study | Elderly healthcare | Total N=33  
− 13 Assistant nurses  
− 12 Reg. Nurses  
− 1 Physiotherapist  
− 2 Occupational therapists  
− 5 Managers | 18 Individual semi-structured interviews  
4 Focus-group interviews (n=15 group participants) | Qualitative inductive content analysis |
|       |             | − 4 Home care units (n=18)  
− 6 Nursing homes (24 hour care) (n=12)  
− 3 Administration (units in municipalities) (n=3) | Years in elderly care Md=22 years. Work experience in current position Md=4 years. |
| II    | Qualitative explorative and descriptive study | Emergency healthcare | Total N=46  
− 8 Assistant nurses  
− 21 Reg. Nurses.  
− 5 Physicians  
− 1 Social worker  
− 11 Managers | 26 Individual semi-structured interview  
5 Focus-group interviews (n=20 group participants) | Qualitative inductive analysis |
|       |             | − 2 Prehospital ambulance care units (n=8)  
− 2 Somatic emergency care units (n=26)  
− 2 Psychiatric emergency care units (n=12) | Years in healthcare Md=13 years. Work experience in current position Md= 4 years. |
**Method**

**Settings**
The studies took place in elderly care and emergency healthcare institutions in two municipalities and in two county hospitals differing in geographical and demographic contexts. The study included both rural and urban areas with big and medium-sized cities in two different regions in Sweden. In the selected cities there were approximately 89,500 vs 139,000 inhabitants, of whom 17% vs 19% were foreign-born inhabitants (SCB 2016).

The elderly care institutions were situated in an area with many foreign-born inhabitants, including 11 nursing homes for elderly care with 24-hour care, 18 homecare service units for the elderly, and administration units in municipalities. The nursing homes were mainly run by county councils, while a few were run by private enterprise. The residents lived in individual one-room apartments and shared common spaces such as a dining room. The nursing homes provide care for individuals with different physical conditions and short-term care. Home care services in this study consisted of healthcare professionals working by visiting the person’s home.

The emergency healthcare institutions were two prehospital ambulance units and two somatic emergency departments (open 24 hours), one with observation wards for a maximum of 48 hours’ care. Two psychiatric emergency departments (open 24 hours), one clinic with a psychiatric intensive care unit were also included. The emergency and psychiatric healthcare institutions were run by the county councils. One of the prehospital ambulance units was run by a county council, and one was run by private enterprise.

**Participants and procedures**
A purposeful sampling technique was used to ensure variation and information-rich cases to explore the common and special experiences of the individuals in the healthcare area studied, such as age, gender, occupation, and work experiences (Patton 2015). The inclusion criterion for the participants was to have experience of working with interpreters and interpreting practices as health care professionals in the specific health context.
The study population includes 79 healthcare professionals, 33 respondents in elderly care (31 female, 2 male, age 25–63 years, Md = 45) and 46 respondents in emergency care (32 female, 14 male, age 21–65 years, Md = 37), consisting of nurse assistants, registered nurses, physicians, occupational therapists, physiotherapists, social workers, assistance officers/care managers, unit managers, operational managers, and recreation leaders (see table 1).

To start the recruiting process, managers at current health care institutions were contacted by the researcher. They were provided with both written and verbal information about the project, to obtain permission to undertake the project at their unit. Once agreement had been granted, health care professionals from different organizational levels with experience of interpreting and interpreting service were invited to participate. A time was arranged for an information meeting where interested participants received written and verbal information about the study from the researcher. Those interested who voluntarily signed up after the meeting were contacted to decide a time and place for the interview. Forty-six respondents were recruited after the information meetings at the workplace and 33 were recruited by asking respondents during the interview period to invite colleagues who had not attended the information meeting held before the study.

**Data collection**

Data were collected by semi-structured interview to ensure that the same question is followed with each person interviewed (Patton 2015). The interview guide was based on previous investigations in the area of interpreting (Hadziabdic et al. 2009, 2010, 2011, 2014). The interview guide used was designed with open-ended questions focused on experiences of existing guidelines, routines, why, when and how interpretation should take place.

Data were collected from October 2013 to March 2014 (I) and from December 2014 to April 2015 (II). This thesis is based on 44 healthcare professionals participating in individual interviews and 35 healthcare professionals in nine focus group interviews with three to five participants in each group. The nine focus groups were homogeneous in terms of profession to provide a relaxed group dynamic, interaction and avoid negative power imbalance between different professions. Two groups included managers, three groups included registered nurses, and four groups included assistant nurses.
The individual interviews allowed the informants to elaborate on experiences and thoughts, to generate data of depth and complexity, while at the same time staying within a certain area (Patton 2015). The focus group interviews had the strength of opening up for discussion where different perspectives were made visible and ventilated. The group interaction also had the purpose of encouraging participants to disclose behaviours and attitudes they might not consciously reveal in a one-on-one situation. This means that they might feel more secure, comfortable and anonymous in the group situation when sharing similar opinions or attitudes or simply because they get carried away by the discussions (Krueger & Casey, 2009).

The first individual and focus-group interview was used as a test of the interview guide (Krueger & Casey 2009) which led to minor changes. A question was added about the need for guidelines. The interviews were performed by two experienced nurses, both with long experience of leading group discussions, and one of them with long experience of qualitative studies in research on migrants and the use of interpreters. All interviews were held in booked meeting rooms chosen by the participants at their workplace (I, II).

Some of the focus-group interviews were guided with one interviewer and one as a moderator as assistant who took detailed observational notes (I). The individual interviews advanced in an easy and free-flowing way, without interruption, and lasted around 30–60 minutes each (I, II). The focus-group interview was unproblematic with relaxed interaction and intensive and friendly discussions that lasted around 60–90 minutes (I, II). Directly after every interview (I, II), filed notes were done about the atmosphere during the interview, what and how the participant had discussed (Krueger & Casey 2009; Patton 2015), and in the focus groups to capture the details of the group interaction (Krueger & Casey 2009). All 44 individual interviews and nine focus-group interviews were recorded digitally and transcribed verbatim by the author and a professional secretary. The field notes from interviews about atmosphere and interaction during the focus-group interviews were read through and used as support for memory in combination with recorded interview and the transcript text (I, II).
Data analysis

Qualitative content analysis is described as a method to explore social and human processes, to improve human life as well as improve political and social conditions of life (Krippendorff 2004; Patton 2015). In order to identify main regularities and discover relationships among experiences, the analyses were descriptive and explorative using inductive qualitative content analysis to examine the individual and focus-group interviews. Inductive qualitative analysis starts with specific observation of the content and continues to construct overall patterns, and analysis involves a process of categorization, designed to condense raw data into categories on valid conclusions about individuals' experiences (Krippendorff 2004; Patton 2015).

The analysis in both studies (I, II) started by reading the transcripts from individual and focus-group interviews thoroughly several times, first to check the accuracy and coherency to ensure high quality, then to achieve a sense of the totality. During the analysis of the text the aim of the thesis was in focus (Krippendorff 2004; Patton 2015).

The analysis was guided by Krippendorff's (2004) description of content analysis (I). Krippendorff defines content analysis as “A research technique for making replicable and valid inferences from text (or other meaningful matter) to the context of their use” (Krippendorff 2004, p. 24). After reading the text the first step was to extract and reduce text with core content into smaller textual units addressing different aspects with as much variation as possible. The selected textual units were close to participant's descriptions and in relation to achieve the aim. Then codes with similar descriptions were identified in the textual units and grouped together into groups of coding units. The next step was to search for regularities, contradictions and similarities, and to identify patterns with similar meanings to reduce the coding units and develop preliminary sub-categories. During the whole analysis process, sub-categories and categories were discussed and revised several times by the authors. The five final categories that emerged from the data were developed and modified and refined together with co-investigators until an acceptable system was recognized (Krippendorff 2004).

The analysis was guided by Patton's (2015) description of qualitative inductive analysis (II). Patton defines content analysis as “a general term for identifying, organizing and categorizing the content of narrative text” and inductive analysis as “searching the qualitative data for patterns and themes without entering the analysis with preconceived
**Method**

*analytical categories*” (Patton 2015, p. 551). The analysis involved a process to identify meaning units, make coding units and develop subcategories and finally develop categories. The basic intention of the method is to find patterns and themes in the text, to analyse the core content in the text to describe the patterns found (Patton 2015). The analysis process in emergency healthcare (II) started with reading the text several times, identifying and selecting meaning units relevant to answer the aim of the study. Coding then started by identifying words or text extracts capturing central concepts and named as close to the text as possible. Codes were then sorted in a systematic way by dealing with convergence to find out which codes fit together. This were done by looking for recurring regularities that revealed patterns, and the codes with the same patterns were sorted into groups and counted in order to view the variation of experience in the area.

After grouping codes the next steps was to continue with converges and find regularities within the grouped codes and then sort the groups of codes with similarities into sub-categories. Prioritizing was done according to criteria of usefulness, salience, credibility and uniqueness. The sub-categories were tested for completeness together with the co-investigators. After analysing for convergence the next step was to examining divergences to fill in the patterns by the process of extension (building on the patterns found), bridging (making connection between patterns) and surfacing (proposing new sets that ought to fit). This process was repeated during a period to reduce several sub-categories into a few categories representing the same pattern and labelled by name close to the primary patterns in the data. This action was helpful for seeing when the sources of information had been exhausted; to see that no new sources lead to more work “moving sets around”, and when clear regularities emerged. During this process the co-investigators examined the divergences together (Patton 2015).

The categories in both studies were illustrated with illuminating verbatim quotations representing different professionals at different levels in both organizations (I, II) (Krippendorff 2004, Patton 2015).

**Rigor**

To enhance the stringency of the quality aspects of the research product, trustworthiness criteria were applied in the process by the four dimensions of credibility, dependability, conformability and transferability (Patton 2015).
Credibility concerns the truth in the research findings, and confirmability refers to the degree of objectivity of the researcher and the degree to which the results are supported by the data. Dependability is concerned with the possibility to repeat the study, and transferability concerns the applicability of findings to other contexts (Patton 2015).

The credibility was confirmed by involving different data sources to produce an understanding of the phenomenon (Patton 2015). Data triangulation was used, contributing a variety of experiences of the topic through the number of participants, 79, differing in age and gender, from different professions at different levels in different healthcare areas that can be expected to provide enough data to cover the complexity of the phenomena. Method triangulation was used, with both individual and focus-group interviews, and researcher triangulation was employed to review the findings through the analysis process to strengthen the credibility. A peer-debriefing process was performed in the coding procedure, to reducing the bias of a single researcher. Later on in the process the content of the analysis was reviewed and assessed for the relevance of categories and sub-categories together by a third co-investigator to ensure that the chosen categories covered the findings in the data.

To ensure confirmability according to Patton (2015) the ambition was to describe the sampling method, the approach to involving respondents, the transcription and analysis process as clearly and distinctly as possible. During the whole process the aim of the study was kept in focus, developing codes, sub-categories and categories named as close to the text as possible. To achieve objectivity, the data were analysed by the two authors, first independently and then together, comparing the content of the codes. The reason for analysing independently and together was to select the most suitable meaning units, not too broad or not too specific to contain various meanings and to keep data closely connected to the source before continuing the analysis process. Quotations have been used, representing the different professionals, healthcare areas and their working level in the organization, to illustrate the range of experiences of the phenomenon.

To enhance dependability in the study the ambition was to describe all steps carried out in data collection and analysis process (Patton 2015). Dependability was confirmed by the description of the investigators’ experiences in research and nursing. To ensure traceability, each interview was transcribed verbatim and the material are saved, sorted and
named with codes for each individual, quotation, and unit involved, which can be tracked by identification lists. Written field notes were taken during the interview period and saved, about the atmosphere in interview situations. Reflection notes were written during the whole process and also notes about the ongoing activities as a researcher. The method of analysis has been followed strictly and the research process has been described as clearly as possible to minimize bias, and also so that other researchers can follow the plan used.

To facilitate transferability according to Patton (2015) the ambition was to give a distinct description of the different contexts and settings used, the characteristics and number of participants, the data collection used, and the process of analysis sought to be as informative as possible to provide data that make transferability judgements possible for other researchers. To present the findings is as much detail as possible together with representative quotations can also enhance transferability.

**Ethical considerations**

According to Swedish regulations on ethical guidelines, approval by an official research ethics committee was not required as the investigation posed no physical or mental risk to the informants and did not treat informants’ personal data (SFS 2003:460). Ethical considerations of research involving humans followed Swedish law (SFS 2003:460) and ethical considerations according to the Declaration of Helsinki (Helsinki Declaration 2013) were followed. The guidelines ensure written informed consent, right to self-determination, confidentiality and beneficence. Written informed consent was used and involved providing information in writing and verbally, before the interviews started, about the purpose and design of the research. Participants were informed about the voluntary nature of the study and that they could withdraw from the study at any time without explanation. The participants have the right to self-determined participation in the study. To ensure confidentiality, that private data would not be disclosed, the participants’ data were secured by having the digital files and transcripts anonymized and coded by number. The analysis and presentation of the data were done in a way that concealed the participants’ identity. All data were stored in a locked space to which only the author had access (Helsinki Declaration 2013; SFS 2003:460).
To guarantee confidentiality in the focus group, each participant was asked to maintain the respect and feeling of self-worth of everyone in the group, and not to share what was said in the group outside the group (Krueger & Casey 2009). The researcher and interviewer were aware of the possible consequence of the risk of harming the participants or the larger group they represented. No aspects of being harmed have been noticed by the interviewer during the study (Helsinki Declaration 2013; SFS 2003:460). There was no dependent relationship between the informants and the researcher.
FINDINGS

The main findings show that the processes and structures around interpreting practices were complex and mainly linked to individual and interpersonal levels and, to a limited extent, to the institutional level. On the institutional level the Public Procurement Act was the only formal policy to follow. On individual and interpersonal level interpreting practices were structured by self-established informal workplace routines developed by the professional groups. The norms and routines used was determined by access to interpreters, time aspects, characteristics of the care given, health conditions and the person’s problem, expectations and requests from the person and also from healthcare professionals. There were wishes for improvement, with better flexibility in access to professional interpreters, training for users and interpreters, and also better technical solutions and equipment.

Categories in elderly healthcare (I) and in emergency healthcare (II) emerged from the analysis of the interviews about how healthcare professionals experience interpreting practices and the impact of the organizational and institutional context. Table 2 presents the categories:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Elderly healthcare</th>
<th>Emergency healthcare</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Organization of interpreter practice in multilingual elderly healthcare in accordance with the Public Procurement Act</td>
<td>Healthcare professionals in emergency care regulate use and booking of interpreters in care situations with communication barriers, mainly based on informal and in some cases formal guidelines and different national laws</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Organization of interpreter practice in daily work</td>
<td>The patient’s health status and access to interpreter service in the organization determine the use</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The professional interpreter’s role in communication in everyday multilingual elderly healthcare.</td>
<td>The use of an interpreter at the workplace depends on the interpreter’s linguistic skills, personal qualities, professional approach, and organizational aspects</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Healthcare and communication practices for non-Swedish speaking elderly</td>
<td>Wishes for future development of use of interpreters in emergency care</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wishes for future development of interpreter practice in multilingual elderly healthcare</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Organization of interpreting services regulated by healthcare professionals, based on informal guidelines with varying knowledge of national laws

The majority of healthcare professionals are not aware of any specific law or policy regulating the use of an interpreter and there is a lack of guidelines on how and when to use an interpreter (I, II). Healthcare professionals are mainly aware of the Public Procurement Act governing routines for how to book a professional interpreter (I, II). The established policies used included how to access an interpreter agency, which the workplace had ensured in accordance with the Public Procurement Act (I, II). There were considerable similarities between elderly healthcare and emergency healthcare as to how the organizations had developed formal policies for how and where to order professional interpreters (I, II). Both organizations had established formal policies for providing professional interpreters according to the Public Procurement Act. The institutions differ in that in elderly healthcare the decision to order a professional interpreter is more based on needs in the organization to inform the elderly about medical issues and decisions concerning assistance (I). In emergency healthcare, the decision to order a professional interpreter has a wider variation and is more based on the person’s needs and current health status (II). In elderly healthcare booking a professional interpreter was mostly managed by nurses or care managers (I), whilst in emergency healthcare it was managed by nurses or nurse assistants (II).

Healthcare professionals found interpreting practices to be well-functioning because the established policy for which agency to select was good. However, they also found problems with interpreting agencies concerning inflexibility since face-to-face interpreters were not easily accessible at short notice, requiring long planning in advance (I, II). In elderly healthcare informants described interpreting service as being restricted to office hours, and this required planning in advance, which affected the use of professional interpreters in day-to-day work (I). In somatic emergency healthcare phone interpreting by professional interpreters was used outside office hours on unpredictable occasions for short-term assignments (II).
At organizational level there were similarities in the way that managers described that they rarely come in contact with professional interpreters (I, II). Medically responsible managers, and care managers in elderly healthcare described their contact and organization of the use of interpreter in terms of efficiency, accessibility, professionalism and equity for the elderly (I). Care managers in emergency healthcare mostly came into contact with issues concerning interpreters and interpreting when healthcare professionals experienced difficulties or when they handled the cost or issues of patient safety (II). When it comes to terms of cost for ordering a professional interpreter, healthcare professionals in emergency healthcare felt no restrictions from their managers (II). This perspective was not described or expressed in elderly healthcare.

The individual engagement of staff working closely with the care recipient was described as the driving force for decisions about the need for a professional or informal interpreter. Healthcare professionals stated that the indication to arrange for an interpreter depended on the personal feeling emerging in the actual healthcare encounter. The feeling was described as a need for an interpreter to be able to understand each other. The need for language support was also based on the person’s entitlement to an interpreter’s in order to understand information given (I, II). Without any existing guidelines regarding when, how and what type of interpreter to use, self-established informal routines had been developed by healthcare professionals with knowledge mainly based on older colleagues experiences (I, II). The majority of professionals were pleased with these self-established informal routines developed at an individual and interpersonal level in the organization (I, II).

Healthcare professionals’ perceptions and experiences of interpreter use and organizing interpreting practices

The majority of healthcare professionals who used professional interpreters had a positive understanding of and attitude to interpreters, also concerning the use of professional interpreters at the workplace. The majority of healthcare professionals who used professional interpreters had a positive understanding and attitude when it came to interpreters, also the use of professional interpreters at the workplace. They saw the professional interpreters as a solution to the language problem with a role of “mouthpiece” that transfers spoken language (I, II).
However, healthcare professionals have experiences of using a variety of interpreters with a span between professional interpreters and the use of body language (I, II).

To promote language-adapted communication both organizations had established informal routines developed by individual professionals to regulate how to choose and use different types of interpreters (I, II). The norm developed in both elderly and emergency healthcare was to use professional interpreters frequently related to well-planned medical encounters with a physician in connection with “need assessment” and “care decisions” (I, II) or “need assessment” by care managers (I). Bilingual staff or family members were often used as a norm for interpreting in everyday care or nursing care situations, in situations of haste and for unpredictable requirements at short notice (I, II). As compared to the above situation healthcare professionals in ambulance care used family members to interpret or body language when language barriers occurred, since professional interpreters were absent in their context because of organizational issues. Such issues could be lack of space in the ambulance and not knowing in advance what language the person spoke (II). Many healthcare professionals said that they preferred, if possible, to use professional interpreters, and if possible in place, face to face (I, II). The limitation that the healthcare professionals expressed about using professional interpreters was the difficulty of obtaining a professional interpreter at a particular time to suit the needs of the context (I, II).

From the experience of using professional interpreters a common concern among healthcare professionals was uncertainty about the professional interpreter’s competence (I, II). The skills that facilitated the interpreting situation were the interpreter’s professional approach, being neutral and observing the confidentiality agreement. Furthermore: to have linguistic competence, translating word by word and being familiar with healthcare terminology relevant for the context (I, II). In elderly healthcare the professional interpreters were also expected to have the ability to adapt to elderly people’s different illnesses such as dementia and elderly people’s way of using the language. There were also expectations on the interpreter that included translating written information, for example the weekly food menus (I). In emergency healthcare the healthcare professionals stressed that it facilitated the actual situation if the professional interpreter could translate with a flow, with good conversation technique (II).
One limitation in organizing language-adapted communication in relation to all the different types of interpreter could be deficiencies in the quality of the interpreter’s linguistic competence or if the chosen interpreter not could contribute an approach that promoted interaction and trust (I, II). Working as a healthcare professional with support of a professional interpreter, or bilingual staff, or family member as interpreter included feelings of insecurity about whether or not the information was correctly translated (I, II).

Healthcare professionals described how relational aspects impact the organizing of the interpreting situation (I, II). In elderly healthcare the elderly people’s own concern about not being able to obtain an interpreter from the same country of origin and dialect can affect the relationship and the interpreting situation (I). In emergency healthcare the professional interpreter’s ability to establish a trustful relationship was important, as was the ability of the interpreter to exercise self-control in the emergency care situation (II). The patient’s own feelings could sometimes be seen as a barrier to the relationship as well, e.g. in care when the patient did not feel well because of emotions like fear or anger which decreased their ability to receive information (II).

Structuring aspects also impact the organization of interpreting. A positive outcome would be if healthcare professionals could have an undisturbed environment so they could maintain confidentiality, or if the interpreter was available to stay for a period of time to match the physician’s possibility to use the interpreter in the ongoing medical scheduling, and also if the interpreter could stay longer if needed (II). Structuring aspects concerning phone interpreting also occurred and were perceived as positively or negatively impacting the interpreting situation depending on how the technical equipment functioned or not (I, II).

**The characteristic of the care given and the person’s needs and health situation as determining factor for interpreter use**

The characteristics of the care performed, such as the need of information exchange about the person’s health status, e.g. assessment of the person’s condition, explanations of symptoms or information about treatment (I, II),
or in critical conditions, diffuse conditions, and complex care situations (II) or in case of care planning by managers (I) were all determining factors when a professional interpreter was required and used.

Professional interpreters were not used in urgent situations or in the case of severely ill people or people with lowered consciousness; then bodily parameters and observations were used to assess the person’s status (II). Body language or bilingual colleagues or family members were used as language-adapted communication in everyday care situations and for unpredictable requirements at short notice in elderly healthcare (I), or in short encounters in emergency healthcare, or when the caring activity had to take place without delay (II). Body language or bilingual colleagues or family members were also used in nursing care to sort out the admittance of the person to the emergency unit (II), or in situations where nurses had to assess a person’s health condition (I, II), or perform nursing care e.g. meal situations or assessment of pain (II).

If the person needed security and comfort, a family member who could stay calm and objective was used as interpreter with positive effect (I, II). Using family members as interpreters also made it easier for the healthcare staff to get information concerning the person’s healthcare status, and as an integral part of the care relationship (I, II). At the same time it was considered easy to convey information concerning the relatives (II). To use a calm and objective family member as interpreter was considered a great advantage, especially in ambulance care, since one limit in using professional interpreters was the lack of knowledge concerning the language spoken by the patient that needed attention (II). Healthcare professionals stated that using family members as interpreters had also been associated with a poorer quality of interpreting situation because of lack of neutrality, limited knowledge of official terminology and language skills. Sometimes severe emotions influenced the use of family members as interpreters, especially when the family member had to interpret negative and/or sensitive information (I, II).

In psychiatric emergency care family members were seldom used as interpreters because of the risk of breaking the code of confidentiality (II). Healthcare professionals describe how elderly people suffering from dementia and/or aphasia need to have someone that they recognize, such as a family member or a well-known staff member. The decision to refrain from having a professional interpreter could for example be taken in care situations where the person may feel uncomfortable with strangers in the healthcare encounter (I).
In a situation where the patient expressed personal expectations, showed uncomfortable behaviour or had cognitive symptoms, it was thus sometimes determined not to enlist a professional interpreter (I, II).

The health status of the person also determines the form of interpreter used, ranging from face-to-face interpreting to interpreting by telephone. The use of different forms of interpreting differed between the healthcare contexts, and the healthcare professionals in elderly healthcare found that the use of phone interpreting entailed several difficulties. Communication by phone requires a certain functional ability from the elderly person, who often is unable to follow the body language and might feel discomfort about using technical equipment (I). For patients in psychiatric emergency care with mental health problem, such as speaking low because of depression, or having delusions, led to the use of face-to-face professional interpreters in the treatment room instead of phone interpreting. The reason was that phone interpreting could be perceived as suspicious by the patient (II). Using phone interpreting in somatic emergency care had also been experienced as an obstacle in examination situations since the interpreter was unable to observe body language shown by the physician (II). When using phone interpreting the technical equipment also determined the quality of the interpreting service used, since it sometimes worked badly, making it difficult to hear, and also was related to the lack of good equipment at the workplace (I, II).

Using bilingual staff was seen positive by professionals since they benefit the care situation because of their familiarity with the duties, roles and routines that exist at the workplace (I, II). At the same time healthcare professionals in elderly healthcare said that using bilingual staff could also be perceived as negative because the elderly person might feel dependent on the staff, with the consequence that they might disclose certain things, especially concerning complaints about the care received (I). Some bilingual staff noticed when they acted as interpreters that the elderly persons had other expectations on them to be available in duties that were not included in their work as assistant nurses (I). Bilingual staff used as interpreters felt exploited by employers since this not was a part of their work assignment (I). Bilingual staff used as interpreters could also be blamed by other professions for interrupting with ideas in the planning of the care situation (I, II).
Professionals’ proposals for improving the organization of interpreting practices

In both elderly and emergency healthcare professional interpreters were mainly used in predetermined situations, but healthcare professionals also expressed a wish to get easier and faster 24-hour access to interpreters in daily situations, and preferably with fast phone contact for quick translation in unforeseen situations. The reason behind the wish was that the occurrence of language barriers cannot be foreseen (I, II). Many healthcare professionals ask for better access to interpreting in the most common languages as well as in all languages (I, II). Professionals in both elderly and emergency healthcare discussed how better technology and technical solutions could improve interpreter use. There was a need to develop the technical interpreting tools that can be used by healthcare staff in the daily care encounters (I, II).

Professionals called for more education and training in how to act with interpreters to ensure adequate communication. Training encompasses the actions and characteristics of the interpreting situation with their impact on communication (I, II). In elderly healthcare the procedure for using an interpreter could be simplified and could be improved by making the policy on the use of interpreters accessible and easy to understand for all employees at the workplace. Healthcare professionals suggested that this could be done on the organizational level, making the policy accessible and readable on the workplace’s internal website (I). They also wanted basic practical training about how to get access to interpreter service, and having a person with responsibility to continuously educate healthcare staff about the guidelines, rules and procedures concerning interpreter use (I). In order for an elderly migrant person to communicate in daily life and not only on special occasions, some healthcare professionals suggested planning regarding the placement of non-Swedish elderly persons in the proper department, with bilingual healthcare staff available (I). Another suggestion was to employ more healthcare staff with different cultural backgrounds to increase the possibility of easy access to interpreters at short notice (I). Some informants felt that the care and possibilities to participate would be improved if interpreters could translate written information such as the menu, information about chronic illness or daily activates (I).
Emergency healthcare would improve if the administrative staff helped to book an interpreter. The healthcare professionals also wanted to use interpreters more frequently in nursing care situations (II). In ambulance care all types of professional interpretation would be a help to make it better for the patient and healthcare professionals, and it would be a help if the SOS alarm staff booked an interpreter in advance, so that the interpreter was available already at first contact (II).
Organizing language interpreting services
DISCUSSION

This study is the first to explore and describe the organizational perspective of interpreting practices in elderly and emergency healthcare. The main findings show that the processes and structures around interpreting practices were complex and mainly linked to individual and interpersonal levels and, to a limited extent, to the institutional level. On the institutional level the Public Procurement Act was the only formal policy to follow. On individual and interpersonal level interpreting practices were structured by self-established informal workplace routines developed by the professional groups. The norms and routines used was determined by access to interpreters, time aspects, characteristics of the care given, health conditions and the person’s problem, expectations and requests from the person and also from healthcare professionals. There were wishes for improvement, with better flexibility in access to professional interpreters, training for users and interpreters, and also better technical solutions and equipment.

Discussion of results

This study shows that the only formal policy used as a guideline for healthcare professionals regarding interpreting practices is about where and how to order professional interpreters according to Public Procurement Act (SFS 2007:1091). Many professionals are aware of the Public Procurement Act (2016:1145), but expressed limited knowledge (I, II) about the Public Management Act (SFS 1986:223) the legal framework for interpreting practices in healthcare as well as the Social Services Act (SFS 2001:453), the Health and Medical Services Act (SFS 2017:30) and the Patient Act (SFS 2014:821), other laws regulating a person’s right to participate in decisions and obtain information concerning health. To work without guidelines can be challenging for healthcare professionals in their work maintaining an equitable and consistent quality concerning interpreting services. They seemed to have difficulties to apply Swedish laws and might need support at the workplace to keep and obtain knowledge concerning laws that support the work with interpreting practices.

These results suggest that common guidelines based on legal regulations should be developed in order to improve the conditions for an individual’s
right to have an interpreter in contact with healthcare institutions. Common guidelines can ensure that the use of interpreters can be more consistent and based on best practice according to legal regulations, and similar decisions can be taken by professionals that ensure equal use of interpreters in line with the goals of the organization. To obtain the same knowledge in all members of staff at all levels in the institutions, nurse assistants (I) and physicians (II) probably also need support in how to order an interpreter according to the Public Procurement Act.

A new finding, not previously described, is that interpreting practices are predominantly structured by internal processes, based on a variety of routines developed by the professional groups with engagement as a driving force, and on positive attitudes to interpreters and interpreting processes (I, II). The existing routines used, established by colleagues with longer experience about when or what form or type of interpreter to use in different care situations (I, II), seem to give the stability to the interpreting services offered in this organization. The absence of coordination at organizational level concerning interpreting services within the whole organization (I, II) can be seen as a limitation for the strong routines needed to build up interpreting service of high quality (Greenhalgh et al. 2007).

The informal routines used by healthcare professionals in the study were expressed as routines that had been more directly observable and consisted of who did what, when and where, concerning knowing how (I, II). By bringing more awareness about existing routines, looking not only at how they do things, but also what is behind the use of the routine, concerning knowing that, it would be possible to develop more solid routines (Feldman & Pentland 2003). To know why different form and type of interpreters are used in different care situations, can promote forward structures and enable coordination and maintain some stability in behaviour for professionals (Becker 2004; 2005). Cooperation within the whole organization is required to find how and why different interpreters are used to construct the strong routines needed to achieve the best outcome of communication (Greenhalgh et al. 2007).

When routines for care are to be structured by cooperation within organizations Ray and Turkel (2015) emphasize that the deep values that underline caring and choice to do good for patients need to be highlighted since they are factors contributing transforming caring organization to be more relational. They also stated that the care and meaning given to the care is in constant relation to the organizational structures and cultural
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patterns, and therefore the meaning of care needs to be considered in relation to communication situation and interpreting practices. In this study the engagement and positive attitude from the staff concerning interpreting practices (I, II) might reflect that elements of humanism, ethical and spiritual care are values used by professional groups within the organizing of interpreting service (Turkel 2007; Ray & Turkel 2015). The theory of bureaucratic caring grounded in dimensions of humanism and bureaucracy can provide direction and guidance to understand the way caring is performed and expressed throughout health organizations. The structure and meaning of care is created between these elements and highly depending on its structures. To understand the impact of the dimensions regulating care and to strive for care balanced between these two dimensions (Turkel 2007; Ray & Turkel 2015) might contribute to the building of strong routines for high-quality communication. To do good for patients can also concern the balance of power and control in the conversation, since previous studies show that no matter what type of interpreter is used, there can be an imbalance concerning which of the actors involved wants to have power and control over the conversation (Lenaza et al. 2010; Brisset et al. 2013).

One aspect that can affect the health of migrants is the informal routine used in both elderly and emergency healthcare and expressed more as a norm, stating that professional interpreters were ordered in medical encounters performed by physicians (I, II), or care managers in authority decisions concerning individual care planning (I), this despite the differences in healthcare performed in the different contexts. The norm used, constructed by the professional groups, was not explained further by the staff. The actions performed and the norm used might reflect patterns in the variation of dominant values, social structures and the culture held within the healthcare areas, which in turn impact the care given to the person (Turkel 2007; Ray & Turkel 2015). If there is a deficiency of nursing care for people in need of interpreter this can affect the care recipient in a negative way since communication in caring situations is often an important care activity in itself to create meaningful meetings. Care should have the objective of helping patients to process feelings and reduce suffering, and also to promote ability to help the patient to learn self-management strategies for care (Leininger & McFarland 2006). In this study the person in need of language-adapted communication seldom had access to all professional groups’ expertise in contact with healthcare (I, II), as also shown in a previous study where nurses seldom used interpreters in caring situations (Schenker et al. 2011). The imbalance between the professionals’ use of interpreters can be a limitation in participation for the care recipient, and contributes to
unequal healthcare. The routines developed at the individual and interpersonal level in the organization can reflect how the care performed depends on the social and cultural context within the organization (Leininger & McFarland 2006; Ray & Turkel 2015).

In this study many healthcare professionals preferred the use of professional interpreters and if possible in place, face to face (I, II), which contributes to good quality in communication according to previous research (Flores 2005; Karlner et al. 2007; Ramirez et al. 2008). Finding the best quality of communication using an interpreter is important to reduce miscommunication since language barriers are central risk factors in relation to healthcare for migrants (Hampers et al. 1999; Bischoff 2003; Ramirez et al. 2008; Bauer & Alegra 2010; Seffo et al. 2014; Ventriglio et al. 2014; Njeru et al. 2015). Good quality of communication is very central to the health of migrants (Leininger & McFarland 2006), since migration and integration can lead to positive or negative consequences for the health of the individual (Albin et al. 2005; Wallace & Kulu 2014; Syse et al. 2016). In order for elderly migrants in elderly healthcare to have equal living conditions, and for patients in healthcare, the quality of communication using interpreters is essential to manage to maintain regulations regarding respect, self-determination, human dignity, the feeling of well-being and participation in care and at the same time ensure equal care for migrants (SFS 2017:30; SFS 2014:821; SFS 2001: 453).

However, the lack of professional interpreters was a determining factor for interpreting practices. It was also difficult to get an interpreter face to face since it required booking a long time in advance (I, II). Lack of qualified interpreters is in line with previous international research in healthcare (Ginde et al. 2010; Kale & Syed 2010) and also in line with the lack of trained and authorized interpreters in Sweden (MYH 2010; SNBH 2016). Healthcare professionals in both institutions emphasized the gap between their needs and wishes and the precondition for performing interpreting practices (I, II) and the result might be a compromise. This situation shows that the perspective from the environmental context including the economic/political aspects must be taken into consideration to fully develop interpreting practices in healthcare institutions (Greenhalgh et al. 2007).

Healthcare professionals in elderly and emergency healthcare enlisted a variety of interpreter types, or used body language to communicate and professionals seemed to act as gatekeepers for migrant’s access to
discuss45

The use of different interpreters was dependent on the person’s needs and health situation, the characteristics of the care given, expectations and requests from the care recipient and from healthcare professionals, and also the quality of the interpreter’s linguistic and relational ability (I, II). This confirms previous research that different types of interpreters are used in healthcare, sometimes professional interpreters are preferred (Bernstein 2002; Karliner et al. 2007; Ramirez et al. 2008; Bagchi et al. 2011) and sometimes family members or bilingual staff are used and preferred (Gerrish & Clayton 2004; Edwards et al. 2005; Fatahi et al. 2008; Rosenberg et al. 2008; Hadziabdic et al. 2014). The result of this study shows that interpreting practices are complex and the care performed in different healthcare areas impacts decisions about what type of interpreter to use, meaning that organizing interpreter services can benefit from being adapted to the specific context.

The characteristics of the care performed in different healthcare areas also seem to impact the decision about what type of interpreter to use (I, II) In elderly healthcare bilingual staff (sometime family member) were used as interpreters more as a norm to solve translation in everyday activities, and the use of bilingual staff has both positive and negative outcomes for the elderly and the employee (I). It is positive in that it gives trust, a familiar face for the elderly person, and staff’s knowledge about the person’s needs (I), also confirmed in previous research showing positive aspects of using bilingual staff as interpreters in everyday activities (Ramirez et al. 2008; Hadziabdic et al. 2009; Hadziabdic et al. 2014). The use of bilingual staff can contribute to the cultural understanding among professionals and ensure that individual cultural beliefs and values are considered when caring for people (Leininger & McFarland 2006). Using language-concordant care by bilingual staff can also be positive as a proactive way to organize language and cultural support in elderly healthcare, as recommended in the national guidelines for the care of people with dementia (SNBHW 2016 b) and as a solution for migrants who need language-adapted care (SNBHW 2016 a).

The use of bilingual healthcare professionals not trained for the task, with a double function as both caregiver and interpreter, was also described in negative terms for the elderly person, being in a dependent situation, not being comfortable about complaining (I). This finding is also described in previous research, stating that communication barriers can be raised because of non-neutrality and problems of confidentiality through the use of bilingual staff or family members as interpreters (Hadziabdic et al. 2013). This double function was described in negative terms by the healthcare professionals who felt exploited by employers and also by the
elderly persons who had other expectations of duties which were not included in the professionals’ work tasks (I). The use of bilingual staff as interpreters as the best option in elderly healthcare is currently a actual issue, since recommendations in national reports in Sweden suggest that bilingual staff can be used as a language aid in elderly healthcare (SNBHW 2016 a, 2016 b). The cultural understanding in the healthcare institutions as well as the cultural background of the individual professional has become more important in organizational issues (Kirmayer 2011) since Swedish workplaces have become more multilingual due to the ongoing global migration (Gunnarsson 2014). The use of bilingual professionals as interpreters in everyday situations in elderly healthcare (I) can reflect the daily need of translation and the elderly people’s need of interpreting face to face with someone they know that shares cultural beliefs and values and can act as a link between language and culture (Leininger & McFarland 2006; Linell 2011). To use bilingual staff as interpreter can be both positive and negative which need to be considered when organizing for interpreting services in elderly healthcare.

Another aspect to take into account concerning interpreting practices in health institutions is from research analysing language interpretation in the context of maternity healthcare that emphasizes how racialized discourses can take different shapes in different institutional contexts (Bredström & Gruber 2013). In relation to interpreting practices, it is important to be aware of how professionals discuss and reason about language interpretation in the workplace and how care recipients can participate in communication situations to exert influence and to reach the goal of equal healthcare (Lill 2007). Society’s responsibility to assist migrants to gain legal and health literacy to manage health care visits is also of great importance for achieving social justice (Vissandjée et al. 2017).

The education and training requested by professionals mostly concerned practical issues of how to order and use interpreter, and the development and use of more technical solutions (I, II). These findings do not tell us anything about other competences needed in the organizations, but to improve interpreting practices knowledge concerning regulatory laws, the function of language for a person, knowledge about ethnicity and culture in relation to healthcare to perform conversation based on cultural understanding can also be of interest. The professionals’ proposal for a change of the interpreter’s role and task to possess qualities such as the ability to create confidence and have
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knowledge of the context (I, II) or to translate documents (I), is a question for societal/political level. The interpreter’s role has also been discussed in previous research, showing a need to extend the role also as mediator and a bridge between cultures (Rosenberg et al. 2008; Messias et al. 2009; Hsieh & Kramer 2012).

The results in this study also confirm previous findings showing that healthcare institutions need to realize that interpreting issues is a complex linguistic, communicative (Janson & Wadensjö 2014) and social practice with a complexity that needs to be handled through the whole organization and also on a national level (Hadziabdic et al. 2011; Janson & Wadensjö 2014; Hsieh 2015).

Methodological discussion

The aim of the study was to explore the reality of interpreting practices in order to get a deeper understanding of the phenomena (Krippendorff 2004; Patton 2015). The studies in this thesis have both methodological strengths and limitations that need to be taken into account when reading the findings and drawing conclusions.

The design used with comparative qualitative investigations (Patton 2015) with two sub-studies has contributed positively to describe and discover what the salient actions, beliefs, attitudes and social structures and processes are concerning language interpreting practices within the different healthcare areas. By comparing interpreting practices in two different healthcare areas including different groups of healthcare professionals in different geographical locations, similarities and differences associated with the context could become clearer. It contributes a broader picture of healthcare staff experiences, beliefs, attitudes, social structure and processes concerning language interpreting practices in elderly and emergency healthcare.

There are different rules for sample size in qualitative studies depending on the aim and the purpose of the study and the amount of useful data obtained (Patton 2015). The number of participants, from different healthcare professionals including managers, contributed a rich amount of data and variation of experiences of the phenomenon, which is a strength of the study.

It was positive to include elderly healthcare institutions in areas with many inhabitants born abroad, since this comprised healthcare
professional with experiences of interpreting practices. The sampling method used, to reach informants not initially included by asking for recommendations from interviewed informants, might have led to participants from a limited network of professionals, and the quality of the recommendations might have been affected depending on whether the recommending informants trusted the researcher or not (Patton 2015).

To strengthen the findings, a combination of different methods for data collection was used (Patton 2015). Using individual interviews facilitates for participants who are uncomfortable about sharing experiences in a group. The focus-group interviews, on the other hand, stimulated participants to react to others’ experiences (Krueger & Casey 2009). With three to five persons in the groups, interaction in the groups was very good and led to wide variation and deeper expression of experiences. A weakness in study II could be that focus-group interviews were performed with one interviewer and no moderator taking observational notes during the interviews regarding the interaction in the group. Since both interviewer have had lots of experience of leading and documenting interactions in groups, one as researcher and one in clinical supervision of nurses, this has probably not affected the data collection.

Conducting the individual interviews separately by two authors as interviewers can be a limitation for the quality of the interviews (Patton 2015). To prevent deterioration in quality, semi-structured interviews based on an interview guide were used to ensure that all interviews followed a standardized structure. Also continuous cross-checking took place between the two authors who conducted the interviews, which assisted in keeping similar structures during interview situations (Patton 2015). The use of open-ended questions was a strength of the study, because it gave the participants opportunity to talk freely about their experience, giving data rich in detail.

In the studies the transcribed texts from the different settings and different professions within each healthcare area were analysed together and generated two large bodies of material. To explore patterns of similarities and differences in the different healthcare areas, these were kept together and followed through the analysis process in both studies. To let the analysis process be guided using different descriptions of content analysis processes, those by Krippendorff (2004) (I) and by Patton (2015) (II), was neither a strength nor a limitation to the study since the two processes are very similar.
Since there is limited previous research on the organization of interpreting service in healthcare, the use of different theories when reflecting on the findings can be seen a strength of the study (Patton 2015).

The results of this study cannot be generalized and transformed to speak for all healthcare professionals’ experiences. However, professionals in other healthcare areas might have similar experiences, and several professional groups in different healthcare areas in this study had homogeneous experiences. Describing the characteristics of the informants, the context and settings used, and the data analysis process, might contribute to the applicability of findings to other healthcare areas (Patton 2015), although further studies of other healthcare areas are needed.
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CONCLUSIONS

In conclusion, the use of interpreters was rooted in the organizational environment of interpreting practices, including the availability of laws, policy and guidelines, and closely related to individuals’ language skills, cultural values and social factors. The use of professional interpreters was based on the nature of care in context and access to interpreters and determined by health professionals’ estimation of the person’s current health status in order to deliver fast and individualized care based on humanistic values.

The study provides knowledge about how organization of interpreting services can take place in different care contexts. The findings emphasizes that language interpreting practices in elderly and emergency healthcare can be improved by identifying and evaluate informal and daily routines used. The organizational level needs to take a coordinating role to identify which purpose and goal to achieve with interpreting service when developing routines. Guidelines concerning use of interpreters and knowledge about existing laws and cultural awareness need to be developed. The professionals’ wishes for better technical solutions, better access to and training of interpreters and also training in how to use interpreters need to be considered. However, there is a need of further research regarding how persons in contact with elderly, emergency and other healthcare areas perceive and experience the use of different interpreters and interpreting services received.
SVENSK SAMMANFATTNING

Avhandlingen berör vårdpersonals erfarenheter av tolkanvändning och organisering av tolkservice inom äldreomsorg och akutsjukvård. Organisering av tolkservice är av stor betydelse inom Svensk hälso- och sjukvård då antalet personer som inte talar svenska har ökat inom vården till följd av omfattande global migration. För att tillgodose vårdtagares behov av kommunikation med god kvalitet i vårdsituationer, och se till en patientsäker och jämlık vård för alla invånare, behövs en optimal tolkservice.

Tidigare forskning har visat att missförstånd mellan vårdtagare och personal är vanligt på grund av språkbarriärer i samband med vårdsituationer. Språkbarriären beskrivs som hinder för personer att söka vård, och som en riskfaktor för människors hälsa på grund av ökad risk för feldiagnoser och begränsad tillgång till diagnostisk provtagning och behandling. Språkbarriärer leder också till att patienten blir kvar längre på sjukhus, och att patientsäkerheten minskar.

Forskning om tolkningspraxis har genomförts med vårdpersonal, tolkar och patienter kring deras erfarenheter av kommunikation genom tolk, användningen av tolkar, samt problem i samband med tolkning, liksom faktorer som påverkar valet av olika typer av tolk. Studier har visat att tolkens roll, förhållningsätt och språkliga kompetens inverkar på vård mötet, liksom organisatoriska problem vid bokning av tolk, likväl tekniska problem med utrustning. Att använda professionell tolk bidrar till ökad kommunikationskvalité, något vårdpersonal och patienter uttrycker att de oftast föredrar att använda. Familjemedlem eller personal används också som tolkar vilket kan medföra både positiva och negativa följder för tolksituationen.

Dock saknas kunskap kring hur tolkningstjänster organiseras i olika hälsovårdssammanhang. Därför är hälso- och sjukvårdspersonal erfarenhet av tolkningspraxis och rutiner viktiga att studera för att förbättra kommunikationssituationer och utveckla organiserad tolkningstjänst av hög kvalitet och som leder till jämlik vård.
Avhandlingsens övergripande syfte var att undersöka vårdpersonalens erfarenheter av tolkanvändning inom två olika vårdområden genom att jämföra äldreomsorg och akutsjukvård. Avhandlingen avser att belysa inverkan av det organisatoriska och institutionella sammanhanget. Avhandlingen bestod av två delstudier med syfte att: Undersöka vårdpersonalens erfarenheter av tolkanvändning inom äldreomsorg (studie I), samt vårdpersonens erfarenheter av tolkanvändning inom akutsjukvård (studie II).

En kvalitativ ansats har använts för att undersöka och beskriva vårdpersonals erfarenheter. Ett ändamålsenligt urval har använts och 79 vårdpersonal på olika nivåer inom respektive organisation deltog, 21 undersköterskor, 26 sjuksköterskor, 1 fysioterapeut, 2 arbetsterapeuter, 1 kurator, 6 läkare och 12 chefer. Datainsamlingen bestod av 44 individuella intervjuer och 9 fokusgrupps intervjuer. En semi-strukturerad intervjuguide användes med öppna frågor kring erfarenheter av riktlinjer, samt varför, när och hur tolkanvändning sker. Intervjuerna transkriberades och utskriven text analyserades med en kvalitativ induktiv innehållsanalys.


Slutsatsen är att organisationen och användningen av tolkar inom äldreomsorg och akutsjukvård är förankrade i den organisatoriska miljön inklusive tillgång till policy och riktlinjer och nära anknytning till individers språkliga kompetens, kulturella värderingar och sociala faktorer. Användningen av professionell tolk baseras på karaktären på vård inom vårdkontexten, tillgång till tolk, och beslutas utifrån personalens uppskattning av personens hälsotillstånd med avsikten att kunna bistå
med snabb och individbaserad vård grundad i humanistiska värderingar. Det är således viktigt att tänka över och inbegripa organisatoriska strukturer och kulturell kompetens vid utveckling av tolkservice när man utformar formella riktlinjer och klara rutiner anpassade till vårdkontexten för att uppnå person-centrerad och jämlik vård.
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